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The ballads lie. Robin Hood, the Bold and Brave Outlaw of Sherwood Forest, is cowardly, spineless,

and a girl. Robyn left her band of Merry Men after losing an archery contest against Little John and

runs to the last place her men would expect: the courts of Prince John. Robyn successfully masks

her identity until Little John and Will Scarlet locate her with MarianÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s help. Unfortunately the

Merry Men are found out, and the Sheriff of Nottingham makes plans to hang them. Robyn must

save her men and find a way out of the locked Nottingham Castle, or she will lose her trusted

partners to the noose.The Merry Men arenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t the only friends Robyn is fighting for.

MarianÃ¢â‚¬â€•RobynÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s childhood friendÃ¢â‚¬â€•will be unwillingly married to the

persistent and violent Sir Guy of Gisborne if Robyn canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t stop the wedding.Can Robyn

save her men, her closest friend, and finally pay King RichardÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s ransom? Robyn Hood:

Fight For Freedom is the sequel to Robyn Hood: A Girl's Tale.
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I just want to say first off - I love the horse. Seriously. That critter was pure gold in this book, and the



source of a large number of the LOL moments in the story.Robyn was a good character, but frankly,

her and the author going on about how much of a coward she is doesn't ring true. Because she

isn't. I'd just call her sensible. If she were a coward, she would be the weak little thing curled up in a

ball and crying. After all, courage is not the absence of fear, but rather how you react to it.I have to

say that the romantic relationship didn't ring true, nor how the most idiotic pack of Merry men in the

history of Robin Hood retellings didn't manage to get themselves all killed. There were a lot of

embarrassingly bad eye-roll moments with that lot.Having read such a critical review, please don't

be fooled. I really did enjoy the book. I'm just a major critic some nights.

Great sequel and ending to this way fun story of Robin Hood. I think my new favorite retelling. The

first book leaves you on a cliff hanger and this one has a fun ending. I love the banter and the

silliness of these stories and the love the all obviously have for each other. I love that we got to see

Robyn in a different element at the castle and I loved the relationships between her and her close

friends. The love story was so well done and was so fun to read, I wish there had been a little more

interaction between the two but it all worked out. I'm glad this is an end to the series it could have

gone on but there are only so many ways you can tell the same story. This one was so much fun, I

will be reading it to my girls.

What a fun adventure and so imaginative! I'm almost sad that there are only two books in this

series. I will read this again.

I would have easily given this five stars, if it weren't for the horrific grammatical editing. There were

words missing in sentences, wrong word choices, and other basic problems. It was distracting from

the wonderful story.I've read most of KM Shea's work, and I don't remember her having this many

grammatical issues in her other books.The story itself is inventive and flows well. It both follows and

bends the Robin Hood legends. I enjoyed it very much.

I really enjoyed the Robyn Hood books. The concept was great and done well--the original Robin

Hood stories were well explained by the 'real' actions. I laughed and enjoyed the characters, and

generally had a good time with it.My only complaint is that the two books should have been one. I'm

sure there were marketing reasons for this, but the first book kind of cliff-hanger ends, and it felt like

half the second book is the story resolution (instead of the typical 1/4).As a minor side note, I wish

we'd gotten a resolution of what happened with George--I wanted him to 'figure it out' too late, or



gotten a reaction from him when he found out, or at least to have heard what happened with him in

the time frame of the epilogue (like him joining the good side, or turning out to be muahaha 'I fooled

Robyn' evil). But maybe it was there and I just missed it.

Fairly decent ready. Yes, there are plenty of typo's. She has to be self published.... but regardless

she is a good author. she twists a good tale. The characters are easy to fall in love with and the

story is fairly well paced. The author has room to grow but if you are down for a clean fun book with

an enjoyable story k.m.shea is great at just that.

This was a wonderful re-write of one of histories greatest urban legends, Thanks to K. M.Shea the

story takes a turn, in my opinion,to bring about a wonderful and exciting book. Follow a female

Robyn Hood doing all the things her male hero did but in such a different way. The interaction with

the Merry Men, Maid Marian and of course the terrible Prince John is wonderful and will make you

laugh. The book is well written and edited and the characters are well developed and interesting.. I

would recommend this book because it is a a darn fine story that you will be glad you read.

This is book two. Be sure to read book one first!Incredible rewritten story. If you are looking for a

good read, be prepared to not be able to put this book down. I couldn't!I'll be reading this one again!

I recommend this book on a quiet day when you won't be interrupted.
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